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 Speech, is the most powerful way of communication with which human 
beings express their thoughts and feelings through different languages. 
The features of speech differs with each language. However, even while 
communicating in the same language, the pace and the dialect varies with 
each person. This creates difficulty in understanding the conveyed message 
for some people. Sometimes lengthy speeches are also quite difficult to 
follow due to reasons such as different pronunciation, pace and so on. Speech 
recognition which is an inter disciplinary field of computational linguistics 
aids in developing technologies that empowers the recognition and 
translation of speech into text. Text summarization extracts the utmost 
important information from a source which is a text and provides 
the adequate summary of the same. The research work presented in this paper 
describes an easy and effective method for speech recognition. The speech is 
converted to the corresponding text and produces summarized text. This has 
various applications like lecture notes creation, summarizing catalogues for 
lengthy documents and so on. Extensive experimentation is performed to 
validate the efficiency of the proposed method. 
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Speech is the most important part of communication between human beings. Though there are 
different means to express our thoughts and feeling, speech is considered as the main meduim for 
communication. Speech recognition is the process of making a machine recognize the speech of diffrent 
people based on certain words or phrases. Variations in the pronunciation are quite evident in each 
individual’s speech. The original form of the speech is a signal, and a signal is processed such that all the 
information present in the signal is converted in to the text format. The feature extraction is the process of 
taking a signal and converting it to the required format with certain logic. Even though speech is the easiest 
way of communication, there exist some problems with speech recognition like the fluency, pronunciation, 
broken words, stuttering issues etc. All these have to be addressed while processing a speech. 
Text summarization is one of the major concepts used in the field of documentation. Lengthy documents are 
difficult to read and understand as it consumes lot of time. Text summarisation solves this problem 
by providing a shortened summary of it with semantics. 
In the proposed work a combination of speech to text conversion and text summarisation is 
implemented. This hybrid method will aid applications that require brief summary of lengthy speeches which 
is quite useful for documentation. The flow diagram of the proposed approach is mentioned in Figure 1, 
in which the speech recognition and text summarization is given as two different modules. The combination 
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of these two modules aids any application in which summarization is required. The first and foremost step to 
work with NLP (Natural Language Processing) is to extract the features from the speech which has some 
values. If a word or a sentence is recognized as meaningless, then it becomes an obstacle to summarization 
process. Even the punctuation plays a vital role in summarization as semantics is important while 





Figure 1. Speech recognition and text summarisation process flow 
 
 
2. RELATED WORKS 
Speech to text conversion finds applications in various scenarios. An effective method to gain 
fluency in English language that enhances the user's way of speech through correctness of pronunciation 
following the English phonetics was developed by Jose et al. [1]. A comparative analysis mentioning the 
benefits and demerits of the various sizes of vocabulary speech recognition systems was done by Sivakumar 
et al. [2]. This work demonstrated the role of language model in improving the accuracy of speech to text 
conversion with different scenarios with noises and broken words.  
Yogita et al. [3] presented a multilingual speech-to text conversion system using Mel-Frequency 
Cepstral Coefficient (MFCC) feature extraction technique and Minimum Distance Classifier, Support Vector 
Machine (SVM) methods for speech classification. In [4] a model to convert natural Bengali language to text 
was proposed which used open source framework Sphinx 4. Authors claim an average of 71.7% accuracy for 
their approach in the tested dataset. English text summarisation based on association semantic rules is 
proposed by Wan [5].According to the author the new extraction scheme proved to have better convergence 
and precision performance in the extraction process. LDA is the most accepted algorithm for text 
classification based on a particular topic. An improvement of the same is proposed in a novel similarity 
computation method. 
Saiyed and Sajja [6] gave an brief introduction to the categories of summarization techniques 
highlighting their advantages and drawbacks. This works gives insights to the researchers for selecting 
specific methods based on their requirement. The sentence selection process modelled as a multi-objective 
optimization problem was described in [7]. The authors used human learning optimization algorithm for this 
purpose. In [8] feature extraction based on neural networks was proposed which the authors claim to be more 
effective compared to the online extractive options. Vythelingum et al.[9] had proposed a technique for error 
detection of grapheme to-phoneme conversion in text-to-speech synthesis. According to them their approach 
gave better error correction rate which can aid the human annotator. From the literature that was reviewed it 
was quite evident the requirement of speech to text conversion as well as the summarization of the same is a 
necessity and hence this research work. Zenkert at el. [10] introduced a cross-dimensional text summarization 
which uses the concept of dimensional selection and filtering. The method was experimented using the 
results of Multidimensional knowledge representation database. A text analyzer was developed by Devasena 
and Hemalatha [11] which was used to identify the structure of the text given as input.The authors claims the 
proposed system was able to give the results effectively which had used the automatic text categorisation and 
text summarisation . There exists different text summarisation techniques.a detailed overview of the same is 
proposed in[12] by Rahimi et al. A similar study was done by Dalal and Malik also [13].  
A modified approach of K Nearest Neighbor for achieving text summarization was done 
by Jo [14]. The author focussed more on the reliability aspect. A Vietnamese language based text 
summarization approach with three stages using graphs was proposed by Tran and Nguyen in [15]. 
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The authors claims that the proposed approach was able to gather more meaningful text relevant to native 
speakers. Vimalaksha et al. [16] provided a method to summarize the video so as to same time and space as 
well as helps in archiving. An overview of text summarisation focussing more on the techniques to avoid 
redundancy was done in [17]. Matsubayashi et al. [18] proposed a system for effective text retrieval based on 
the query. The authors used automatic text summarisation approach for the same. The rest of the paper is 
organised as follows. Section 3 gives the details of the proposed model; Section 4 mentions the results 
obtained followed by Conclusions and Future scope in Section 5. 
 
 
3. PROPOSED MODEL 
3.1.  Experimental setup 
The speech from the source is recorded using a microphone and the feature is extracted in text 
format using Google Application Programming Interface (API). However, the text extracted using 
the Google API does not include period (.) at the end of the sentence. This can lead to confusion in 
the termination of the statements. In order to avoid this, in the proposed approach a custom code has been 
written to provide a period after a pause of 2e+6 µs or more. This makes the sentence clearer and it is 
pre-processed to add period (.) and question mark (?). In order to proceed with the concept of adding a period 
to the extracted text, 2e+6 µs has been considered as the minimum pause time. If there is a pause for more 
than the said time also, the system will wait for the user input due to validation. 
Since period plays a vital role in the completion of a sentence, a new sentence will be started with 
the concept of conjunction in the absence of period. This problem is eliminated in the proposed model by 
the use of temporary storage. Therefore, whenever there is a pause, the period will be added to the text and 
will be temporarily stored in the temporary variable. If the next sentence begins with a conjunction, the 
temporary variable will be cleared and the sentence will be appended to previous sentence using conjunction. 
Conversely to the conjunction, if the sentence begins with a subject then the temporary variable value is used 
and the period will be appended to the sentence. Wh-questions are expected to end with a question mark(?). 
Hence, whenever the sentence begins with the wh-statement, the temporary variable will hold (?) on a pause 
of 2e+6 or more. In case the next sentence begins with the question tag statement then the value in 
the temporary variable will not be used. If the sentence begins with a new subject then question mark will be 
appended to the end of the sentence. 
The proposed method summarizes the extracted text according to the rank of the sentences which 
can be determined through the frequency of occurence of words. The sentence tokenize and word tokenize 
techniques from the packages of python NLTK are used to find the frequeny of words. When the text is 
extracted from the input using Google API, the sentences and words in the text are obtained using sentence 
tokenize and word tokenize respectively. The input given by the user as speech will be converted to signal. 
And the signals will be converted to text format in collaboration with the Google API. In order to process the 
generated text with the proposed model, word tokenize and sentence tokenize is used. The complete set of a 
sentence is given as inputs to the sentence tokenize, every sentence is separated with the occurrence  
of the dot. All the sentences are given as inputs to the word tokenize, each word is separated with 
the occurence of the space. 
When a text with proper format is used for summarising, it is less complex to process as it is in the 
exact format and is often precise and clear. But this is not the case when a speech is taken as the input. 
Here the speech has to be converted to text and then it should be summarized. The problems to be tackled 
here are the occurrence of repeated words, broken words, different dialect and synonyms used to convey the 
message etc. Therefore, to overcome such problems, the words with less importance is eliminated. For this, 
a minimum and maximum range is set for the occurrence of any specific word. Even though the sentence and 
word frequency are used, to find the important sentence in the whole content, a ranking model is applied.  
Finally, after the words are tokenized, the frequency of every word is calculated by the by 
the summarization algorithm in proposed model. The weight of the sentence is found with the consideration 
of the frequency of words. The index is ranked according to the weight of the sentence and with the 
identification of the index, the sentence is summarized. Python nlargest function is used to rank the sentence 
based on the weight of the sentence. The text will be summarized based on the weight of the sentences. 
The flow chart of implementation procedure of the proposed model is as shown in Figure 2. 
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Figure 2. Flow chart of the proposed model. 
 
 
3.2.  Proposed procedure 
The algorithm for the proposed method is given below.  
Step 1 − START 
Step 2 − declare microphone as a source 
Step 3 − declare three lists audioRecorded, textFormatOfRecord, temproaryList 
Step 4 -- while sentence! = exit exit 
audioRecorded = listen(source) 
extractedText = recognize_google(audioRecorded) 
 
If (pause && next sentence of extractedText starts with subject) 
sentence=”.”+sentence 
else if(pause && next sentence of extractedText starts with conjunction) 
sentence=”,”+sentence 
end while 
[The while loop is exited with text “exit exit”] 
 
Step 5 − declare webSpoken as file 
webSpoken=sentence 
Step 6− declare two lists sentences, words 




Step 8 – initalize minCut=0.1 and maxCut=0.9 
If word frequency>maxCut and frequency<minCut 
remove the word  
While ranking index! (sorted)  
ranking=nlargest(Sorted list of sentence) 
 
Step 9 – Print the sentence in the order of ranking 




The recorded speech can be converted to text with the help of Google API. It is difficult to separate 
the text into sentence which is generated using Google API, because the extrated text does not have a 
period(.). To make the sentences distinct, in the proposed model, a period is appended at the end of 
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the sentence when there is a pause. If the sentence is a wh-sentence, a question mark(?) is appended to 
the end of the sentence. This makes it easier to tokenize the sentences, as python string tokenization uses 
period to differentiate sentences. If the sentence has a pause and if it begins another sentence with the 
conjunction, a comma(,) is appended to the end of the sentence. This makes it easier to tokenize the 
sentences, as python string tokenization uses period to differentiate sentences. The proposed model considers 
the punctuations (‘.’, ‘,’ and ‘?’) in the recognized text. The proposed model recognition is faster when 
compared to the basic model (sentences without ‘.’, ‘,’ and ‘?’) recognition. The basic model summarizes 
the recognized text without any pre-processing. But in the proposed approach, pre-processing is used to add a 
period(.) at the end of each sentence to indicate the termination of a sentence. In python sentence 
tokenization, sentences are tokenized based on the presence of period. Though there are many punctuation 
marks that can be included in a sentence, the focus in the proposed model is only on period and question 
mark. Table 1 shows the time taken to recognize sentences with and without period and question mark 
respectively. Based on the recogniztion time, we can say that the senteces which includes period and question 
mark are recognized faster than the sentences without it. 
 
 
Table 1. Recognition time for sentence with and without (.) and (?) 
Recognized sentence 
Recognition time for sentence 
without appending (.) or (?) (in µs) 
Recognition time for sentence 
appending (.) or (?) (in µs) 
Technology solves problems and in turn creates problems 360996 183981 
Standards are always out of state that is what makes them 
standard 
98255 452107 
The greatest enemy of knowledge is not ignorance it is the 
illusion of knowledge 
240178 110367 
We have to stop optimizing for programmers and start 
optimizing for users 
396658 78134 
Low level programming is not that easy for beginners 66141 108326 
 
 
The graph for time taken to recognize sentences with and without period(.) is as shown in Figure 3. 
The graph is plotted for number of sentences against the time taken to recognize sentences that are mentioned 
in Table 1. The blue line symbolizes recognition time for text without period recognition and the orange line 
stands for recognition with period. The recognition time is computed as the difference as the end time and 
start time of the recognition process. The time library in python is used to record time. The difference time 




The time taken by the gensim library and the proposed method to summarize text is shown in  
Table 2. For validating the text summarisation, data was given as a continuous speech, documents of fifteen 
pages, and various websites for evaluating the performance. According to the data in the Table, the proposed  






Figure 3. Comparison of speech recognition with dot and without dot 
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Summarization time for 
Gensim library (in µs) 
Summarization time for 
proposed method (in µs) 
10 1 163680 6190 
5 1 2336 1886 
8 1 3675 3640 
5 1 873887 3279 
6 1 5576 3279 
 
 
Comparing to the Gensim summarization, proposed algorithm consumes less time to produce 
the result. In Gensim summarization, though document is very big, result of the algorithm would be a line 
mostly. Proposed algorithm can summarize the whole document into a number of lines by the user 





By applying this formula, the frequency of the single word can be found. From here the index of 
the sentence can be found by the ranking method. In Figure 4, blue line stands for the gensim library and 
the orange line stands for the proposed approach. The x-axis shows the number of lines given as input that is 
shown in the Table 2 and y-axis shows the time taken. The time consumed and performance of the proposed 









Speech recognition and text summarization are two vast areas to be explored. The proposed research 
work aims to reduce the time and effort of manual documentation of lengthy speeches in an event. 
Speech recognition and text summarization can ease the work of documentation. Even for the verification of 
the summarized content, the system can be automated to read out the summarised content with the help of 
text to speech conversion. As of now, speech summarization for sentences terminating with a full stop or 
containing a small pause shown by comma is experimented. The future work is to include all punctuation 
marks in the recognized speech which helps in improving the text summarization performance. This model 
can be used where ever there is a requirement of summarising lengthy lectures into precise documents as the 
automated system will convert the speech to text and also summarise the content. It can be of great help for 
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